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Abstract. Dictionary-based biological concept extraction is still the state-of-
the-art approach to large-scale biomedical literature annotation and indexing. 
The exact dictionary lookup is a very simple approach, but always achieves low 
extraction recall because a biological term often has many variants while a dic-
tionary is impossible to collect all of them. We propose a generic extraction  
approach, referred to as approximate dictionary lookup, to cope with term 
variations and implement it as an extraction system called MaxMatcher. The 
basic idea of this approach is to capture the significant words instead of all 
words to a particular concept. The new approach dramatically improves the ex-
traction recall while maintaining the precision. In a comparative study on 
GENIA corpus, the recall of the new approach reaches a 57% recall while the 
exact dictionary lookup only achieves a 26% recall. 
1   Introduction 
A biological concept is a unique meaning in biological domain. It represents a set of 
synonymous terms. For example, C0020538 is a concept about the symptom of hyper-
tension in Universal Medical Language System (UMLS) [13]; it represents a set of 
synonymous terms including high blood pressure, hypertension, and hypertensive 
disease. In comparison with individual words, a concept is more meaningful; in com-
parison with multi-word phrases, a concept well solves polysemy and synonymy 
problems [12]. Therefore, using biological concepts can improve the performance of 
many applications such as large-scale biomedical literature retrieval, clustering, and 
summarization. 
There are volumes of work addressing the issue of biological concept extraction in 
literature. However, most of them utilize the special naming conventions or patterns 
to identify a few types of biological concepts such as genes, proteins and cells [1, 3, 4, 
7, 8, 9, 10]. In general, those approaches are designed for very specific types of con-
cepts, and work efficiently and effectively if the types of biological concepts have 
unique naming patterns. Many large-scale biomedical applications such as literature 
retrieval, clustering, and summarization, however, are interested in many rather than a 
few types of biological concepts most of which do not have unique naming patterns. 
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For example, UMLS covers 135 semantic types of biological concepts; a typical ge-
nomic IR system will index all of them.  
 The dictionary-based biological concept extraction is still the state-of-the-art ap-
proach to large-scale biomedical literature annotation and indexing [6, 11, 12]. Its 
major advantage over the pattern-based approach is that it not only recognizes names, 
but also identifies unique concept identities. Among dictionary-based approaches, the 
exact dictionary lookup is the simplest one, but always achieves low extraction recall 
because a biological term often has many variants such as morphological variants, 
syntactic variants, and semantic variants [2] while a dictionary is impossible to collect 
all of them.  
In this paper, we propose a new approach, referred to as approximate dictionary 
lookup, to the biological concept extraction. The basic idea is to capture the signifi-
cant words rather than all words of a concept. For example, the word gyrb is signifi-
cant to the concept “gyrb protein”; we will recognize it as a concept name even if the 
word protein is not present.  Using UMLS Metathesaurus [13] as the dictionary, we 
implement this approach as an extraction system called MaxMatcher. We test the new 
approach on GENIA corpus [14]. As expected, the new approach dramatically raises 
the recall from 26% to 58%. 
2   The Concept Extraction Approach 
To overcome the limitation of exact dictionary lookup, we introduce an approximate 
dictionary lookup technique. The basic idea of this technique is to capture significant 
words rather than all words in a concept name. For example, the word gyrb is obvi-
ously very significant to the concept “gyrb protein”; we treat it as a concept name 
even if the word protein is not present. So the problem is reduced to measuring the 
significance of any word to given concept names. In particular, we propose a relative 
significance score measure in this paper. Suppose a concept (c) has n concept names 
denoted as s1,…, sn, respectively. Let N(w) denotes the number of concepts whose 
variant names contain word w, and let wji denotes the i-th word in the j-th variant 
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We use UMLS Metathesaurus 2005AA version [13] as the dictionary to train the 
significance score of each word to biological concepts containing that word. The 
UMLS Metathesaurus has a table called normalized string index, which record all 
normalized names of each concept. We remove normalized strings containing more 
than ten words and then use the remaining 2,573,244 strings to build the significance 
score matrix. A huge matrix, 509,170 rows (words) by 998,774 columns (concepts), is 
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Fig. 1. The algorithm for extracting one concept name and its candidate concept IDs. The 
threshold is set to 0.95; the maximum number (skip) of skipped words is set to 1. 
obtained.  Because for each word, only a few concepts contain it, we use sparse ma-
trix to make the storage and search more efficiently.  
During the stage of extraction, we use a set of simple rules to identify the boundary 
of a concept candidate. A biological concept name should begin with a noun, a num-
ber, or an adjective while ending with a noun or a number; it can not contain any 
boundary words including (1) punctuations (except hyphen, period, and single quote), 
verbs, and conjunctions and prepositions (except “of”). In other words, whenever a 
boundary word is encountered, a candidate concept name reaches its end. The detailed 
searching algorithm is shown in Figure 1. 
The major advantage of approximate dictionary lookup is that even if a concept 
name changes the word ordering a little bit, inserts or deletes a couple of insignificant 
words, it is still can be recognized. According to its definition, the significance score 
of a concept name should be equal to or greater than 1.0 if no word is missing. Thus, 
the threshold of significance score should be close to 1.0. If the threshold is too small, 
our approach may falsely recognize “high pressure” as the concept name “high blood 
pressure”; if it is too high, our approach may fail to recognize “gyrb” as “gyrb pro-
tein”. We found that 0.95 as the threshold gave good results for UMLS-based biologi-
cal concept extraction. Our approach is able to recognize concept names with a couple 
of insertions such as articles, pronouns, and even nouns. The parameter skip controls 
the maximum number of insertions. We found that skip=1 gave good results. 
The searching results are concept names and corresponding concept IDs. If two or 
more concept IDs are returned, we need to further figure out the meaning the ex-
tracted concept name refers to. The words surrounding the extracted concept name are 
often indicative to the meaning [5]. Thus, we take surrounding words (4 to the left and 
4 to the right) as the context and use the same algorithm as shown in Figure 1 to dis-
ambiguate the meaning of the extracted concept name if necessary.  
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3   Experimental Results 
We evaluate both efficiency and effectiveness of the MaxMatcher. The effectiveness 
is evaluated on GENIA 3.02 corpus [14] which consists of 2,000 human annotated 
PubMed abstracts. We compare the result of MaxMatcher with that of two other exact 
dictionary lookup systems, BioAnnotator [8] and ExactMatcher. ExactMatcher is 
implemented by us. The machine-extracted terms are compared with human annota-
tions. Because human annotation is kind of subjective, we provide exact-match based 
evaluation and approximate-match based evaluation, following the evaluation method 
in [8]. For approximate-match, the human annotation should be the substring of the 
machine annotation, or the opposite.  
The comparison among three systems is presented in Table 1. For exact-match, 
MaxMatcher performs significantly better than the other two systems in terms of both 
precision and recall. For approximate match, the precision of MaxMatcher is compa-
rable to that of the other two systems while the recall is significantly better than that 
of the other two. 
Table 1.  The effectiveness comparison. BioAnnotator [8] actually tested several configura-
tions. But only the configuration with only dictionaries (i.e. exact dictionary lookup) is com-
pared. BioAnnotator was evaluated on GENIA 1.1 (containing 670 human annotated abstracts 
of research papers). The dictionary used for BioAnnotator also includes LocusLink and Ge-
neAlias in addition to UMLS. 
Exact Match Eva. Approximate Match Eva. IE Systems Recall Precision F-score Recall Precision F-score 
MaxMatcher 57.73 54.97 56.32 75.18 71.60 73.35 
ExactMatcher 26.63 31.45 28.84 61.56 72.69 66.66 
BioAnnotator 20.27 44.58 27.87 39.75 87.67 54.70 
 
For efficiency comparison, we download first 10,000 PubMed abstracts published 
in 2005 and count the time for annotating these abstracts by MaxMatcher and Exact-
Matcher, respectively. It takes 510 seconds for MaxMatcher to annotate all 10,000 
PubMed abstracts; the average annotation speed is 19.6 abstracts per second. Exact-
Matcher is faster. It only costs 320 seconds to process those abstracts; the average 
annotation speed is 31.3 abstracts per second.  However, ExactMatcher consumes 
much more memory (765Megabytes) than MaxMatcher (362 Megabytes). 
4   Conclusions 
Dictionary-based biological concept extraction is still the state-of-the-art approach to 
the large-scale biomedical literature annotation and indexing. The exact dictionary 
lookup is very simple but always achieves low extraction recall because biological 
terms often have many variants while a dictionary is impossible to collect all of them. 
In this paper, we propose a generic approach, referred to as approximate dictionary 
lookup, to cope with the biological concept variation. The basic idea of the new ap-
proach is to capture the significant words of a biological concept rather than all of 
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them. A comparative study on GENIA corpus shows that the new approach can dra-
matically improve the extraction recall while maintaining the precision. However, the 
extraction efficiency of the new approach goes down a little bit in comparison with 
the exact dictionary lookup. 
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